Little Canada

(1995)

Fate has dealt us a cruel hand, endowing us with strong Northwoods feelings but setting us down in
urban England and in one of the more modest canoeing regions at that. Having come to terms with
the mysteries of building cedar-canvas canoes, we faced the next phase of our quest for the Real
Thing with equal or possibly greater trepidation. Having created the canoes, could we also create
the Northwoods experience to go with them? It had been a boyhood trip to Rudyard Lake that
kindled my own interest in water travel and led to plans for building a rowing boat, a project that
still lies unfinished in the garden, an idea before its time. It seemed natural when we finished our
first Peterborough to take it to Rudyard and finally fulfill the dream to paddle my own boat the
length of the lake. However, the trip was curtailed by the wind which had risen steadily throughout
the day and after a mile we turned around and headed for home. After the trip, I looked back across
the water to the distant skyline and my mind wandered to thoughts of Canada where I might paddle
to the far shore and continue, portaging the height of land to some unknown waterway beyond and
so enter the wilderness. But this was England and at the top of the lake, hidden beyond a point,
cows would be munching contentedly at the grass as the water gave way to the mellow farmland
stretching away unbroken to the west.
Since succumbing totally to wooden canoe fever, life at our house has changed. Spaces on the
walls have slowly filled up with paddles and pictures of canoes, and there are canoes at various
stages of completion in the garage, in
the cellar and in the passage. There
are piles of cedar, stacks of ash, not to
mention countless books, magazines
and videos. I have even planted some
canoe trees (ash, cedar and spruce) in
my garden. Things reached such a
state that my co-builder, Martin
Falconer, christened the house (and
my world) Little Canada. At first this
was something of a joke, but when
Martin sent me a postcard addressed
Contemplating access to the Dane after the first portage
to Little Canada that actually arrived
(although it took some weeks) it
dawned on us that our own little fantasy world might really exist.
I often thought back to the canoe trip to Rudyard Lake and the daydream of wilderness canoe
travel, and quite suddenly it occurred to me that somewhere in the northwest, beyond the top of the
lake, must lie the Macclesfield Canal, which I knew to be in the area. Looking at the map showed
that the intervening distance of around 6 miles was bridged by a feeder channel and the infant River

Dane. The canal eventually joins the Trent and Mersey Canal which connects with the Caldon
Canal, this in turn being linked back to Rudyard by another feeder channel. We became excited at
the prospect of a wonderful Canadian round trip of about 40 - 45 miles in our own backyard, linking
the lake, river, canals and feeders. Another reason for attempting what might be a rather rough trip
was to see what our canoe was capable of; there seemed little point in having a wood-canvas canoe
if we were afraid to use it.
Six months later found Martin and I turning into Rudyard village and down to the lake car
park with the Peterborough, a mound of gear and food for 3 days. We had studied Garrett Conover’s
handbook of wilderness canoeing techniques, Beyond the Paddle, and felt ready for anything. We
had also decided not to reconnoitre the route further so as to maximize the adventure. The adventure
started right away. It was immediately clear that something was wrong; the lake was nearly empty.
The warden informed us that it had just been drained to permit essential engineering work and the
lake feeder channel would almost certainly be dry. I tried to remember what it said in Conover
about absence of water. We just had to continue, though, because we had told too many people
about the plan but it was with a feeling of gloom that we pushed off. It started to rain.
After less than a mile the water ran out and we drove the canoe up onto an evil mudbank.
Martin jumped for it and
collected stones to build a jetty
so that we could get the gear
ashore. We then hauled the
canoe up to the disused
lakeside railway track which
was to be our emergency 3 mile
portage trail to the Dane. At the
top of the lake, we confirmed
that the feeder channel was dry,
and continued hauling to a
road, through a village and on
to the river. Our spirits rose
Lunch stop on the Dane. The stream is about 15ft wide at this point
when we finally saw the Dane;
although small, it carried a
reasonable amount of water and was benefiting from some recent heavy rain. Perhaps as a symbol
of our improving fortunes, today’s rain had now stopped. Entry to the river was relatively standard:
through a gate and under an electric cattle fence. The stream wasn’t deep enough for all-out
paddling, so we both sat astride the decks and jumped up when the water got too shallow. At first
the river descended only slowly and there were reasonable deep sections separated by shingle runs.
Then the character changed, the river dropped more rapidly, the water became faster and shallower
and the bed was of solid rock, scalloped out in curious little waves. There was much wading here
but I found the going fascinating, guiding the canoe around the rocks, using the current to turn the

canoe here and there and nose it
into the deeper channels, and
occasionally tugging on the stern
line to straighten it up. Although we
were trying to guide the canoe with
care, I couldn’t help noticing the
trail of blue paint behind us on the
rather abrasive gritstone riverbed.
The scenery became wilder as we
entered a small gorge and presently
reached the top of a delightful
stepped cascade. This place at last
The stepped cascade on the Dane
seemed like the wilderness for
which we had been looking.
Suddenly there was no trace of civilization, no litter, no road noise, no paths, only the waterway.
There was a natural portage trail between rocks at the side of the waterfall and under overhanging
vegetation. The trail was so fine that I felt like marking it in the fashion of a voyageurs! lob tree by
stripping the upper branches from a prominent evergreen, but I got to thinking that a plea of being a
fantasy backwoodsman would cut little ice when in court for criminal damage.
The going had become very arduous and we were averaging considerably less than 1 mile per
hour. Martin!s spirits began to descend, even to the point of beginning to doubt if Little Canada
existed after all. Perhaps we were merely dragging our canoe down an obscure English brook.
Soon, the water began to back up and we came upon a large, enclosed weir with no easy way round
or up to the lane above. Exploring up the bank to the right, I had to cross a nightmare bottomless
hole spanned by two railway sleepers that sagged menacingly as I put my weight on them. There
was no way I was going to go over them with the extra weight of the canoe. In the end there was no
alternative but to haul the canoe up the 20ft mudbank on a line, attach the wheels and head off
down the road and across some fields.
Wheeling the canoe up through a herd of cows in the final field, we crested a ridge and
emerged into a different world. Ahead of us stretched the Macclesfield Canal, a tranquil ribbon of
deep water hugging a contour on the last of the hills before the Cheshire plain. Martin’s mood lifted
with every step. We set up camp on the towpath by the side of the canal a mile or so outside
Congleton and as the darkness fell, the wilderness grew around us. My paraffin lantern engulfed us
in a cocoon of light as I cooked panfried pizza for tea. It appears from the books to be the done
thing to make oneself a bed of spruce twigs but as we had hardly seen a conifer all day we had to
settle for grass clippings, courtesy of the waterways staff who had mown the towpath earlier in the
week.
Next day we encountered some early morning joggers who seemed bemused by our camp
with upturned canoe supported on paddles spanning our packs. The wooden canoe acted as a

universal passport, somehow reassuring people that these two rather rough-looking individuals were
no threat, and worthy of attention. The canoe was a real ice-breaker; it’s only a pity that you can’t
pull one out at parties, or in the office coffee room.
Today, we thought, we must go for mileage after the relatively meagre progress so far. I was
trying out a new paddle, a spruce beavertail with an inlaid cedar moosehead. I had been racing to
finish this for the trip and had needed to take various pieces to work during the previous week to
complete during my lunch-breaks. It paddled well, had a lively twang and, being oiled, felt
comfortable in the hands.
Literally the high point of the next stretch was passing over Congelton Aqueduct and the
sensation of floating through the treetops, high above the valley floor. After about ten miles, we
turned east and joined the Trent and Mersey Canal. Soon after, we came to the next great barrier on
the trip and the end of open country, the 2-mile Harecastle Tunnel into Stoke-on-Trent. Canoes were
not allowed through; we would have to portage.

Planning the portage around the Harecastle Tunnel. Strange - the water was blue on the map.

The portage turned out to be very straightforward because we could follow a wide track
through a park for almost the whole distance. We were joined on the portage by a lady who could
not accompany her barge through the tunnel because of claustrophobia. She readily entered into the
spirit of our adventure and offered to help pull the canoe. In the park was a large municipal lake,

complete with ducks and encircled by Sunday afternoon strolling couples. We considered linking
the lake in to our journey; I wish now that we had.
It was getting late as we rejoined the canal by the eastern tunnel portal and headed deeper into
the metropolis. Our wilderness was
shrinking fast into small pockets of
vegetation at the backs of factories
and tiny plots of waste ground
usually populated also with expired
domestic appliances. We were
beginning to face Martin’s ultimate
terror of camping for the night in the
city, and had already received a
warning not to continue until
morning to avoid possible violence
and vandalism. Just when it seemed
that all was lost, the canal widened
Camping on the “island” at Etruria
and we came across a small
community of narrowboaters moored at Etruria at the junction of the Trent & Mersey and Caldron
canals. At the very apex of the land between the two diverging canals was a small triangle of grass;
a bit theatrical perhaps but we were in no doubt that there was our campsite, protected on two sides
of the triangle by water, like an ancient fortress. After setting up camp, during which time we
repeatedly got abuse from youths illegally racing up and down the towpath on motorbikes, we
wandered around the community of water travellers, swapping stories, admiring their brightly
coloured narrowboats and taking it in turns to explain the intricacies of wooden canoe building.
Everyone was a little nervous about the motorcycle activity around us. At dusk we retreated to
our fortress and after another meal cooked by lamplight, settled down to sleep, both of us with a
paddle by our sides for swatting intruders in the night. This is a wilderness technique that has yet to
find its way into the standard texts.
The major excitement of the morning consisted of a chap jumping across to his narrowboat
and missing, although almost as notable was his attempt at a nonchalant recovery. Now the locks,
which had hitherto descended, now led us steadily upwards and around a bend we came
unexpectedly to one goal of our quest, the Northwood Inn. Here at last was a genuine Northwood
experience. For the next couple of miles the water was strewn with flowers, the source of which
remained a mystery. I believe that they were cast by a wild gypsy lady running lightly by, barefoot,
at dawn; Martin, always looking on the gloomy side, preferred to think that an old bargemaster had
been “buried at sea” in the canal. We passed an apparently insignificant channel on the left that I
later learned is a feeder bringing water all the way down from Knypersley Lake. We will have to
return and explore this up to the headwaters someday.

By this stage of the journey my knees and ankles were beginning to ache after relatively short
periods of kneeling. Before the trip I had tried to condition myself whilst at work by eating my
lunch kneeling on the floor in the privacy of my office. Occasionally, I was surprised by colleagues;
I could see that they wanted to laugh, but they held back, possibly in case this was some kind of
religious devotion.
As we turned into our final stretch of canal, the dead-end Leek spur of the Caldon, the
scenery became outstanding. The waterway now ran through extensive woodland which was
showing the first of its autumn colours. I have found that building wooden canoes has altered my
appreciation of trees somewhat, because I now tend to see them in terms of board feet rather than
aesthetic appeal. Anticipation was rising; somehow the ending of the canal was in the air. We were
hemmed in by larger hills now and the water seemingly had nowhere left to go. Around a last bend
was the canal terminus and our eagerly awaited first glimpse of the feeder channel that might enable
us to get back to the lake. Surprisingly, in the light of the low level in the lake, the 6ft. wide channel
was in water as far as we could see and while a narrowboat got stuck trying to turn round we started
tracking up the shallow but navigable channel.

An unusual obstacle on the way back up to Rudyard called for a certain ingenuity

Progress was short-lived, however, for the water disappeared into a pipe, shortly emerging in
a channel too shallow at the moment to allow passage. We have lined a canoe through a pipe before,
but this one was too narrow. This situation necessitated our first authentic portage as opposed to
cheating with wheels and so I strapped in the paddles and hoisted the Peterborough onto my

shoulders. This portage
involved a hazard not
documented in Beyond
The Paddle, namely
that of dodging cars
across a busy road with
vision obscured by a
canoe. We did the
halfway shuffle which
meant that we both
only had to cover the
distance of the portage
twice; even so, we
were getting very tired.
The final portage back to the lake
In darkness we lifted
the canoe up once
more to the old lakeside railway which provided an easier alternative for the final half mile into the
village. The lights of Rudyard shone out in the distance and looked as welcoming to us as any
isolated cabin to travellers in the Northwoods. It was too dark to see the lake and our starting point
but it was enough just knowing that it was there. We had come full circle.
The wood-canvas canoe had borne the rough treatment very well. We began by taking great
care at every stage, but miles and tiredness took their toll. Where we started out lifting, we ended up
dragging. Even so, the canoe always seemed like an extra companion on the trip rather than a mere
conveyance. The paintwork, although extensively abraded, had almost no scratches that penetrated
the filler. A soft plastic hull would have looked as if it had been mauled by a bear. These canoes
really work.
Such is the ordinary experience of a wilderness canoe trip in Little Canada. Stiffly, we loaded
the car, strapped on the canoe and set off into the night on the short drive back to England.
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